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than name, you have a lot of decisions to make. So many choices! But
you can have no better guide to this wealth of opportunity than Anita
Diamant. The author of popular books on Jewish weddings and baby
rituals, Diamant now joins with family therapist Karen Kushner to help
you through the next steps. They give creative, practical answers to
these and many other questions, provide guidance on how to foster
Jewish decision making for children of all ages, describe how to make
your home a "Jewish space," and explain the importance of synagogue
membership, holiday celebrations, community service, and other family
activities. Diamant and Kushner draw from many sources to describe the
practices, customs, and values that go into creating a Jewish home. They
combine insights from Jewish tradition with contemporary developmental
thinking about how children learn and grow. They provide addresses
(including Web sites) where you can find specific information and other
resources. And since experience may be the best of all teachers, they
share their own and other parents' stories and observations. For Diamant
and Kushner, the number-one goal of How to Be a Jewish Parent is to
give parents (and grandparents) guideposts to raising joyful children
within the rich tradition of the Jewish faith and culture. No Jewish family
should be without it. From the Hardcover edition.
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Growing Together - Jeffrey L. Schein 2001
 סידור קורן- Jonathan Sacks 2009
The Koren siddur, originally published in 1981, has been completely retypeset for maximum clarity and legibility. Teams of rabbis, scholars, and
designers from Israel, North America, and Britain have worked for nearly
three years updating and researching every subtlety of the Hebrew text.
Rabbinic experts and gabbaim have reviewed all the halachic issues and
nuances that distinguish prayer in Israel from prayer in the Diaspora.
Proudly reflecting the centrality of Israel, the siddur contains prayers for
the Jewish state, its soldiers, and holidays. With a poetic English
translation and illuminating commentary by the outstanding teacher of
English-speaking Jewry, Chief Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks, this siddur will
inspire prayerful devotion. Compact size is ideal for students, travel, and
in talit and tefilin bags, covered in dark slate Skivertex soft cover
binding.
How to Be a Jewish Parent - Anita Diamant 2007-08-07
How can I make the holidays interesting and meaningful to my child?
Should I send my child to a Jewish day school? A Jewish summer camp?
What kind of synagogue is best for my family? How do I plan a family trip
to Israel or add Jewish heritage sites when traveling around the country
or around the world? If you are, or hope to be, a Jewish parent in more
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Dedication -- Contents -- Acknowledgments -- 1. "Growing into Our Skin
as a Jewish Family": Proposing a New Approach to the Study of Jewish
Self-Formation -- 2. Dreidels on the Christmas Tree: Jewish Capital in the
Family -- 3. "Reversing Some Screwed-UpThing": Changes in Families'
Jewish Lives over the Life Course -- 4. "It's about the Kids, Right?":
Jewish Families as Social Systems -- 5. "This Is the Way Our Family Is":
The Work of Home-Based Family Ritual -- 6. "I'm My Generation":
Talking with Jewish Teens at Home -- 7. Home Work: Reflections on
Studying Families for Ten Years -- Appendix: The Participating Families -Bibliography -- Index -- Back Cover
For Kids--Putting God on Your Guest List (2nd Edition) - Jeffrey K. Salkin
2007
A guide to preparing for the bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah, discussing the
history and significance of this rite of passage and putting it in
perspective with the core spiritual values of Judaism.
 משכן תפלה- Elyse D. Frishman 2007

of Jewish thought of our era. In Siddur Hatefillah, he probes the Jewish
prayer book as a reflection of Judaism's unity and continuity as a unique
spiritual entity; and as the most popular, most uttered, and internalized
text of the Jewish people. Schweid explores texts which process religious
philosophical teaching into the language of prayer, and/or express
philosophical ideas in prayer’s special language – which the worshipper
reflects upon in order to direct prayer, and through which flows hopedfor feedback. With the addition of historical, philological, and literary
contexts, the study provides the reader with first-time access to the
comprehensive meaning of Jewish prayer—filling a vacuum in both the
experience and scholarship of Jewish worship.
The Educator's Field Guide to the Torah Aura Productions
Hebrew/Prayer Curriculum - Josh Barkin 2008-06-01
In this 'field guide' we will be looking Torah Aura Productions
Hebrew/Prayer curricular resources. We offer a series of interlocking
materials that both provide choice of texts for different needs and offer a
consistent approach to the mastery of Hebrew and the development of a
relationship with the Jewish liturgy. While we will talk more of these
materials later, here is a quick introduction.
Putting God on the Guest List - Jeffrey K. Salkin 2005
Updated resources for parents seeking more information about modern
Jewish theology, holidays, and lifecycle events, and Jewish concepts and
terminology accompany an updated list of places for tzedakah and
information about what non-Jews should know about the bar and bat
mitzvah service. Reprint.
The Bar and Bat Mitzvah Book - Linda Burghardt 2004
A guide to planning a Bar/Bat Mitzvah, for both traditional and nonobservant families, includes study tips, party games, personal anecdotes,
Judiac resources, and more.
Encyclopedia of Holocaust Literature - Ackerman Center for Holocaust
Studies University of Texas at Dallas David Patterson 2002
Whether it's a novel, memoir, diary, poem, or drama, a common thread
runs through the literature of the Nazi Holocaust--a "motif of personal
testimony to the dearness of humanity." With that perspective the expert

The Bat Mitzvah Treasury - Yonah Weinrib 2004
Raising the Bar Mitzvah - Cantor Matt Axelrod 2021-07-21
"This book is about embracing change for one of the most sacred
ceremonies in Jewish tradition, the Bar Mitzvah, adapting it to a more
personal approach and connecting the original traditions to what's most
important to the student's life (art, music, sports)"-My Jewish World - Robert Thum 1989
An interdisciplinary approach to the religious school curriculum this is a
holiday life-cycle and civics text all in one.
Jewish and Female - Susan Weidman Schneider 1984
This guide to integrating Jewish traditions and beliefs into a modern
lifestyle confronts problems concerning marriage, divorce, children and
male-dominated rituals
Siddur Hatefillah - Eliezer Schweid 2022-08-30
Hebrew University Professor Emeritus and Israel Prize recipient Eliezer
Schweid (1929-2022) is widely regarded as one of the greatest historians
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authors of Encyclopedia of Holocaust Literature undertake profiling 128
of the most influential first generation authors who either survived,
perished, or were closely connected to the Holocaust. Arranged
alphabetically by author, the entries are organized into three primary
divisions: (1) an opening section on why the author's work is significant
or distinctive; (2) a section containing biographical information, followed
by (3) a critical examination of the highlights of the author's work. The
Encyclopedia is intended for all students and teachers of the Holocaust,
regardless of their levels of learning.
How to Raise a Jewish Child - Anita Diamant 2008-08-26
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Red Tent—a classic
parenting book that combines insights from Jewish tradition with
contemporary thinking about how children learn and grow. In this
updated edition, you will discover the practices, customs, and values that
go into creating a Jewish home and raising joyful children within the rich
traditions of Judaism.
The Structure of the Siddur - Stephen R. Schach 1996
The emphasis in The Structure of the Siddur is on the structure of the
service. In order to simplify explanations, the author has created many
easy-to-use charts. The primary item on virtually every page is a diagram
that illustrates some aspect of the structure of the service; the words on
the page are essentially an explanation of the diagram.
Surviving Your Bar/Bat Mitzvah - Cantor Matt Axelrod 2012-08-16
Provides a practical, humorous guide for Jewish students and their
families as they prepare for their "big day," helping students and families
not just survive but understand and enjoy this important Jewish
milestone.
The Dead Sea Scrolls and Contemporary Culture - Adolfo D. Roitman
2011-03-21
This volume contains the proceedings of the international conference
held at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem in July 2008 in honor of the 60th
anniversary of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Mishkan T'filah for Youth - Paula Feldstein 2015-10-06
With original art based on the Hebrew alef-bet, this fully illustrated
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siddur is for students in grades 3-5. Includes a combined Shabbat
Evening and Morning Service for families, and a Weekday Evening and
Morning Service for schools, with a Torah service. Also included is a
song section, and readings for special holidays and community events.
Kitzur Shulchan Aruch - Netzari Emunah 2019-08-05
Kitzur Shulchan Aruch Composed in Uzhgorod (c.1844 - c.1864 CE). The
Kitzur Shulhan Arukh is a summary of the Shulhan Arukh of Joseph Karo
with reference to later commentaries,
The Bar/Bat Mitzvah Planbook - Jane Lewit 1993-11-01
A comprehensive, step-by-step handbook that leads parents through
every detail. —Library Journal
Encyclopaedia Judaica - 1994
Siddur Nishmat Kol Chai  סידור נשמת כל חי- Rabbi Eric David Lakatos
2019-07-16
The e-book version of Siddur Nishmat Kol Chai. A Full Messianic siddur
including all weekday services; Shacarit (Morning Service); Mincha
(Afternoon); Ma’ariv (Evening)Kabbalat Shabbat; Shabbat Shacarit Torah
Service; Shabbat Mincha; Motza’ei Shabbat & Havdalah. Including
elucidations and a new rendition of Seudat Hamashiach one of the
earliest liturgical rituals practiced by Messianic Jews in the modern era.
This prayer book is designed to be used either at home for personal
prayer, or in a congregation, or Messianic synagogue for a service. While
there are other Messianic siddurim, this one is the first "complete"
Messianic siddur, that is in the traditional "order" of the prayers.
All about Jewish Holidays and Customs - Morris Epstein 1969
Describes and gives the background of traditional Jewish holidays,
customs, and symbols.
Siddur - Nosson Scherman 2003
A Prayer book for our times, it speaks to today's Jew, relating the
thoughts and words of our heritage to the mind and heart of modern,
sophisticated Jews.
Reaching for Sinai - Ronald H. Isaacs 1999
Presents the historical background of the Bar/Bat mitzvah, celebrating
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the ceremony, a chapter on being commanded, ways of sanctifying the
reception, and a chapter on life after the Bar/Bat mitzvah. the
information appendix includes a sample synagogue bar/bat mitzvah
programme, sample parent speeches, places for one's tzedakah, a
checklist, book resources for further study, orah and haftarah summaries
and a glossary of terms
The Bar Mitzvah Treasury - Azriel Louis Eisenberg 1952

community of academics and professionals.
Dictionary of Jewish Words - Joyce Eisenberg 2010-01-01
Organized in an A to Z format for easy reference, The JPS Dictionary of
Jewish Words contains 1,200 entries derived from Yiddish, Hebrew,
Aramaic, and English. The entries include words for and associated with
Jewish holidays and life-cycle events, culture, history, the Bible and other
sacred texts, worship, and more. Each entry has a pronunciation guide
and is cross-referenced to other related terms. The introduction is an
excellent primer on the history of Jewish words, their transliteration, and
pronunciation. The indexes at the back, arranged by categories, help
readers easily find the words they want, even when they don't know the
exact spelling. This handy and very accessible dictionary is an excellent
resource not just for Jews, but for anyone who wants to check the
meaning, spelling, and/or pronunciation of Jewish words.
Coming of Age in Jewish America - Patricia Keer Munro 2016-05
The Jewish practice of bar mitzvah dates back to the twelfth century, but
this ancient cultural ritual has changed radically since then, evolving
with the times and adapting to local conditions. For many JewishAmerican families, a child’s bar mitzvah or bat mitzvah is both a major
social event and a symbolic means of asserting the family’s ongoing
connection to the core values of Judaism. Coming of Age in Jewish
America takes an inside look at bar and bat mitzvahs in the twenty-first
century, examining how the practices have continued to morph and
exploring how they serve as a sometimes shaky bridge between the
values of contemporary American culture and Judaic tradition.
Interviewing over 200 individuals involved in bar and bat mitzvah
ceremonies, from family members to religious educators to rabbis,
Patricia Keer Munro presents a candid portrait of the conflicts that often
emerge and the negotiations that ensue. In the course of her study, she
charts how this ritual is rife with contradictions; it is a private family
event and a public community activity, and for the child, it is both an
educational process and a high-stakes performance. Through detailed
observations of Conservative, Orthodox, Reform, and independent
congregations in the San Francisco Bay Area, Munro draws intriguing,

Bar Mitzvah, a History - Michael Hilton 2014-06-01
"Published by the University of Nebraska Press as a Jewish Publication
Society book."
V'khol Banayikh - Sara Rubinow Simon 2010-02-15
A Jewish Special Needs Resource Guide. This handbook describes
various disabilities and provides an array of options including program
models, professional development, interventions and resources (material
and organizations).
International Handbook of Jewish Education - Helena Miller 2011-04-02
The International Handbook of Jewish Education, a two volume
publication, brings together scholars and practitioners engaged in the
field of Jewish Education and its cognate fields world-wide. Their
submissions make a significant contribution to our knowledge of the field
of Jewish Education as we start the second decade of the 21st century.
The Handbook is divided broadly into four main sections: Vision and
Practice: focusing on issues of philosophy, identity and planning –the big
issues of Jewish Education. Teaching and Learning: focusing on areas of
curriculum and engagement Applications, focusing on the ways that
Jewish Education is transmitted in particular contexts, both formal and
informal, for children and adults. Geographical, focusing on historical,
demographic, social and other issues that are specific to a region or
where an issue or range of issues can be compared and contrasted
between two or more locations. This comprehensive collection of articles
providing high quality content, constitutes a difinitive statement on the
state of Jewish Education world wide, as well as through a wide variety
of lenses and contexts. It is written in a style that is accessible to a global
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Organizational Dynamics of World Jewry (1989). Levine (politics, Victoria
U. of Wellington) does not, therefore, offer either a history of Jews in
New Zealand nor an anecdotal account of their experience, but an
analysis that follows Elazer's data, approach, and arrangement so it can
be compared with analogous studies of other countries. The topics are
Jewish commitment, organizational structure, religion, education,
culture, welfare and defense, Israel and world Jewry, constitutional
documents, and future prospects. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
Bar/bat Mitzvah Education - 1993

broad-reaching conclusions about both the current state and likely future
of American Judaism. In the process, she shows not only how American
Jews have forged a unique set of bar and bat mitzvah practices, but also
how these rituals continue to shape a distinctive Jewish-American
identity.
Contemporary Jewish Writing - Andrea Reiter 2013-11-12
This book examines Jewish writers and intellectuals in Austria, analyzing
filmic and electronic media alongside more traditional publication
formats over the last 25 years. Beginning with the Waldheim affair and
the rhetorical response by the three most prominent members of the
survivor generation (Leon Zelman, Simon Wiesenthal and Bruno Kreisky)
author Andrea Reiter sets a complicated standard for ‘who is Jewish’ and
what constitutes a ‘Jewish response.’ She reformulates the concepts of
religious and secular Jewish cultural expression, cutting across gender
and Holocaust studies. The work proceeds to questions of enacting or
performing identity, especially Jewish identity in the Austrian setting,
looking at how these Jewish writers and filmmakers in Austria ‘perform’
their Jewishness not only in their public appearances and engagements
but also in their works. By engaging with novels, poems, and films, this
volume challenges the dominant claim that Jewish culture in Central
Europe is almost exclusively borne by non-Jews and consumed by nonJewish audiences, establishing a new counter-discourse against
resurging anti-Semitism in the media.
The New Zealand Jewish Community - Stephen I. Levine 1999
Part of a large study of diaspora Jews worldwide in comparison with
those in Israel, based on Daniel Elazer's People and Polity: The
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Siddur Sim Shalom - Jules Harlow 1989-01-01
The Wonders of America - Jenna Weissman Joselit 2002-05
A cultural study draws on advertisements, etiquette manuals, sermons,
and surveys, offering insight into how many modern Jewish-American
observances have been adapted and developed into distinctive forms of
expression. Reprint.
My People's Prayer Book - Marc Zvi Brettler 1997
This volume of the My People's Prayer Book series celebrates Shabbat
morning and guides us to a new understanding of this day of rest,
memory and joy.
Judaism and Hebrew Prayer - Stefan C. Reif 1995-03-23
A scholarly but readable guide to the history of Jewish prayer from
biblical times to the modern period.
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